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ABSTRACT

This report summarizes experimental research to in–

vestigate the possibility of a physical upper limit on midship

bending moments in the Mariner-type ship being reached in

regular waves of height significantly less than the theo–

retical upper limit of stability for progressive waves (h/A =

1/7 . The experiments included variation of distribution of

loading and of freeboard as model parameters . Each varia-

tion was tested at various speeds in regular head and follow–

ing waves of several different lengths and of a wide range of

heights. No significant upper limit of bending moment was

found . However, the study establishes more firmly the gross-

ly linear dependence of midship bending moment on wave

height, even for extreme wave heights which may be en-

countered in service. These findings

for determining design wave bending

of statistical analyses of ocean waves

ing moments .

strengthened the case

moments on the basis

and/or resulting bend–
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INTRODUCTION

Knowledge for design purposes of extreme wave

irregular storm seas is restricted to a relatively 1

observations. Theoretical methods presently availab

nmnwnts in regular waves are also limited to predict

bending mments on ship hulls in

mited mnnber of full-scale ship

e for predicting hull bending

on in moderate wave !leights in

which the effects are considered to be roughly linear. Efforts are currently being

made tm+ard determining design wave bending nxments on the basis of statistical

analyses of full-scale and model data, an approach which requires considerable ex-

penditure of time and funds.

A possible alternate approach was detailed in Ref. 1 (project 24) and a pilot

study was made in the background mrk of that reference. This approach involved the

possibility that an upper limit on midship bending rmments might be found by the use

of maiels in very steep tank waves. In the pilot study reported in Ref. 1, a model

of a T-2 tanker was tested at zero and low speeds in head waves of “model length and

average heights ranging from L/20 to L/8.5. The measured midship bending moment

amplitudes, plotted against local wave height. shca+ed considerable scatter in the

higher waves. Nevertheless, two tentative conclusions were drawn:

1. There appeared to be a tendency f~ the bending manent to fall off from

a linear relationship with wave steepness as wave steepness was in-

creased.

2. The highest recorded herding mcunents in head seas in the highest wave

were between 10 and 2WL greater than the results of conventional static

L/20 calculation.

These conclusions suggested that reasonable maximum values of hull bending momnts

might be established experinmntally by tests in very steep nmdel tank waves. Pro-

ject 240f Ref. 1 entitled IWaxinum Physically Possible Bending Loads,” recamnends

such experiments and has as its objective: IITO determine on i physical, rather than

statistical, basis the upper limit of longitudinal seaway bending nmments and shear

forces expected on various ship types.”

The present investigation stems from that recommendation and the basic philo-

sophy was retained, which was to make a broad study of hull bending -nts in

regular waves of extreme steepness to see if the indications cited in the pflot study

could be more generally applied. In this investigation an attapt was mde to cover

as wny of the known njor variables as possible. Since data scatter in steeper

waves was to be expected it was felt that any parametric changes of the ship or of

ship types should be as radical as possible so that differences wuld rwt be ob-

scured.

The investigation was divided into two major parts. The first part was to

consist of a study of one ship type and was to inclyde investigations irito the

effects of variations in freeboard and weight distribution for that ship type. The

second part of the project was to be a study of tm additional different types of

ship.

This report cwers the first part of the investigation and deals with experi-
ments wn&cted with models of the Mariner type ship. The second part of the in- .

vestigation is reported in Ref. 2.

-—-
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FIG. 1. MODEL DRAWING, BASIC MARINER HULL - MODELS 225 lA-V1 , 2251 A-V2,
2251A-V3.

MODELS

It was decided to start the program with a dry-cargo ship type representative

of good current practice in design and of a type likely to appear in quantity in the

future. Under the present ship replace-nt building program, dry-cargo ships with

speeds from.18 to 20 knots f-or merchant service and <peed to 22 knots for naval
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TABLE 1. MODEL CHARACTERISTICS.
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transport service are corrrnon requirements. Most of the current desians of modern

dry-c&go ships have coefficients and proportions generally similar ~o those of the

Mar,iner type. Therefore, the original Mariner design was ch~en as the basic hull
design for the study. The parent Mariner hull model was designated as Model 22sIA.

Since there was to be a variation of weight distribut~on within the model, the

designation V1 was added to the model number to denote the design weight distribu-

tion. Coefficients and ct,aracteristics of the parent Mariner model are given in

the first column of Table I. A mdel drawing is shown in Fig. 1.

The model was made of wood, split in half at Station 10, and completely

decked over except for an instrument well which was necessary to acconrnodate the

towing apparatus and the bending moment balance amidship. Because of the anti-
cipated amount of green water which would be m deck in tests in extrems waves.,
a deck erection which was expected to exclude the greater part of the water from

the interior of the model was constructed in way of the instrument well, and ex-
terd~d upward to a level 14.5},L above the base line. The forward part of the
raised well was made in the form of a breakwater to deflect the water rushing along

the deck {Fig. 1). In preliminary testing it was found that an additional water

def?ettor was necessary to keep spray out of the model and a “hat” was added to the

forward part of the instrument well.

A suitable design weight distribution for this mdel was obtained from Ref. 3.
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Since the techni~e for masuring bending moments was to be the jointed-model tech-

nicpe where two essentially rigid halves of the model are joined by a flexure beam,

it was not necessary to reproduce the weight distribution exactly. The weight,

longitudinal and vertical centers of gravity and the radius of gyration of each half

of the model (as calculated from the weight distribution curve) were obtained in the

model by adding suitable ballast after installation of weights simulating all ap-

paratus. Values of weight, centers, and radius of gyration for each half of the

model are given at the bottom of Table 1.

The first variation on the Mariner design which was made was that of weight

distribution. In line with the philosophy of making big changes it was determined

to move as nmch ballast as possible in the Parent Mariner model, first toward amid-

ship and then to the ends. keeping the total longitudinal center of gravity and the

weight of each half of the model the same- After moving the ballast as far as

possible in each direction and providing means of recapturing all three weight dis-

tributions at will. the resulting radii of gyration and centers of gravity of exh

half of the nmdel in each of the two additional cases were masured. The character-

istics of the two additional “models” produced by moving weights are given in

Table I in the second and third columns. The variations were called Mariner, Carqo

Amidships, Model 2251A-V2 and Mariner, Cargo at Ends, Model 2251A-V3. It may be

noted from Table I that considerable change in radius of gyration of the entire

model was achieved. From anormal figure of 2% of the length, it was possible to

make sufficient change to achieve a gyradius of something less than 16Z of the

length for Model 2251A-V2, and to increase the gyradius to something in excess of
30& of the length for the 2251A-V3 model- These represent changes in gyradii

probably far beyond the range wh~ch is practically feasible. To aid in visualizing

the amount of change involved, weight distributions for both the Mariner with Cargo
Amidship and the Mariner with Cargo at Ends were derived from the centers and moments

of in~rtia measured in the model. These two possible weight distributions are

plotted in Fig. 2 and compred with the design weight distribution of the Mariner.

In order to facilitate calculation, simple geometric forms were assumed.
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FIG. 3. MODEL DRAWING, MODEL 225 lB - MARINER WITH INCREASED FREEBOARD.

The second major model parameter change was a variation in freeboard. Figure

3 shcms a model drawing of the Mariner with Increased Freeboard, Model z251 F3. The
freeboard was increased to the same height as the top of the instrument well in the

parent model. No sheer was given the model. It may be noted from Fig. 3 that such
an increase in freeboard necessitated a change in the lines of the Flare forward of
Station 5. Had the original sections of the Mariner been extrapolated to the new
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freeboard, an unusual aircraft-carrier-like merchant ship design would have been

the result, and it was felt that this was to be avoided. The model was decked over
except for a space amidship as shown in the figure. No raised instrument well was

built on this model as it was felt that there would be little water orI deck. It

was found during the tests that at times thin sheets of spray ran over the deck of

the model and therefore a sheet-metal breakwater was added just forward of the

instrument well. Coefficients and characteristics of this model are shown in the

fourth column of Table I. It can be noted that the weights, centers and longitudinal

gyradii are the sam as that of the parent Mariner arid thus the weight distribution

of this model can be assured to be the same.

After final ballasting, the natural pitching and heaving periods of all models

were obtained by manual oscillation in a wide tank, in accordance with standard

practice in Davidson Laboratory.

To summarize: the four models make up two studies. The first three shown

in Table I make Up a study of weight distribution, and the first and the fourth

make up a study of the effect of freeboard.

DESCRIPTION OF APPARATUS

A schematic drawing of the mechanical test apparatus is given in Fig. 4.

All mdels were attached to a towing apparatus which allowed freedom in pitching,

heaving and surging motions, and restraint in yaw, sway and surge. The apparatus
permitted the model to be oriented bow towards the waves or away from the waves in
OL Tank No. 3 (300’x12’x6’). This apparatus consists of a main darriage with an
auxiliary rail and a subcarriage to which is attached a vertical mast. The mast
is restrained against all motions except vertical translation by ball bearing rollers.
The subcarriage carrying the vertical mast is itself restrained against all motion
except fore and aft translation. The model is attached to the bottom of the mast

by pivots with axis athwartships thus allowing freedom in pitch and restraining
rolling motion.

A gravity weight towing system was enployed, Fig. 4, in which a falling
weight provided a force between the main and the sub carriages. This force was

transmitted through the pitch pivots to the nmdel and caused the model and sub-
carriage to move. resulting in a change in the relative distance between the
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subcarriage and main carriage. This distance was measured and used as an error

signal in a servo systan which controlled the main carriage so as to minimize

changes in relative position of main and sub carriages. If forward speed was re-
quired, a towing force was applied to the model from the falling weight system,

the nmdel then proceeded at whatever speed it would, and the main carriage followed.

Tow forces could be applied in either direction. Since this method provided no means

of accelerating-the model, the model was accelerated by hand from the starting posi-

fion. After the nmdel reached the end of the run, the towing weight was electrically

dropped out and the model then slowed down of its own accord. The recording run was

about four model lengths for runs in which the model moved at speed. The elapsed

tim from one end of this run area to the other was measured in order to derive

average nwlel speed. In addition, in nmst of the runs, a continuous record of speed

was obtained by a tachometer and roller fixed between the mdel subcarriage and the

main tank rail.

Heaving and pitching motions were measured by potentiometers attached to the

vertical mast and to the pivots in the model. Because of the heavy concentrated

instrumentation loads in the mdels it was not possible to satisfy sinwltaneously

the ballasting requirement and the requiranent that the heaving mtion be measured

at the center of gravity. Therefore the pitch pivot and thus the measuring poi~t

for heave was located between six and eight inches aft of the LCG depending on the

model, and an electronic circuit was devised to correct the resulting heave trans-

ducer signal from “heave at the pitch pivot” to “heave at the LCG-” This correction

was made in linear fashiorl in accordance with the following e~ation:

z
LCG = ‘pp

+ aQ , where a = distance from pitch pivot

to LCG

Two special wave probes were constructed for this project, each of an

unusually large size to accormnodate the unusually large waves envisioned. The
wave probes were of the resistance type, two feet long, and designed for use in a

plus or minus six inch range. Linearity of the probes was within one percent of the

full scale range, that is: static calibrations of these wave wires shwed results

which nowhere deviated from a fitted straight line by more than one percent of the

maximm range of the calibration. The wave probes were located approxirmtely five

feet ahead and five feet astern of amidships on the model, on the centerline of the

tank for the tests of the first two models. Preliminary analyses of the results of

these tests indicated that in follming seas the distortion of the waves at the stern

of the model by the model-generated waves was negligible. and the down-wave wave

probe was omitted in subsequent testing.

A drawing of the bending monmnt instrumntat~on installed is shown in Fig. ~.

,4 new bending momnt balance system was designed for these experiments with a de-

parture from previous practice; that is instead of attempting tozhiwe a frequency

of mdel vibration e~ivalent to the scaled down frequency of vibration of the Funda-

nwntal mode of the ship, the natural frequencies of the model plus balance system

were kept as high as possible to. provide a flatter frequency response at enccwnter
fre~encies. The balance consisted of afi aluminum beam six inches long,ll\16 inch

hiqh and 1-1/16 inch wide connecting the two halves of the model (Fig. 5)- In order

to-avoid hysteresis the beam and attachment flanges were rmchiwd out of the

~~!ei~~h~l uminum.
The moment of inertia of the beam <n vertical bending is

. This value was selected as a compromise between the recpirement

high as possible natural model frequency arxl the requirement that masurable

flections result. The relative angular deflections at both ends of the beam

measured by differential transformer units. The two transformers were wired

in such a way so as to give a signal proportional to pure bending deflection

beam. The mechanical design of the deflection pickups was such that an acce’

s am
2.88 x

of as

de-

were

together
of the
eration
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of l-g in a vertical direction would indicate a nmme.nt of less than one inch-pound.

This error magnitude is approximately one percent of the highest nwment measured.

The acceleration standard is abcmt twice the highest heave acceleration encountered

and it is felt that no effects on the results due to vertical acceleration of the

balance would be significant. Because of the design of the beam, the influence of

shear between the two ends of the beam on the bending monmt signal was extremely

small* Coupling checks indicated 0.2 of an inch pound of bending moment for a 7 lb.

pure shear between the two ends of the bean. Seven pounds of pure shear is con-

siderably nyre than was expected in the test, and 0.2 in-lb. is a practically

negligible error.

The same nmment balance was used in all models. It was simply taken out of

one model and put into the next. as required (Fig. 5). The joint between the two

halves of each model was sealed by a thin rubber bellows. The natural frequencies

of vibration of all four models are shown in Table 1. Calibration of the balance

was done with the nmdel in the water by applying couples equal and opposite to the
forward and after part of the model and recording the resulting signals. Linearity

of the static calibration was within one percent of full scale, that is, wifhin the

reading tolerance of the oscillograph records. Previous experience with the jointed

model technique indicated that the jointed nudel could be approximated by a single
degree of freedom vibratory system and this assumption shall be used in the sub-

sequent analysis with experimentally obtained natural frequencies and damping de-
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fining the v{ bratory system.

To surtnarize, the instrumnt~tion was arranged so that signals proportional

to midship bending moment, pitching motion, heaving motion, wave elevation up-wave

from the model (and down-wave, on occasion) and speed were available. These signs’

were recorded on a standard carrier amplifier-photographic oscillograph system.
s

Because previous experience had indicated that the bending moment record in

extreme waves wuld have a high noise content, an “electronic low-pass filter was

interposed between the carrier-amplifier and the oscil lograph in the bending rnomeni
channel . This filter had the effect of removing a good deal of the high-frequency

vibration and making the bending moment record clean and easy to measure. It had

the disadvantage. of introducing a phase lag into the system and in complicating the

transient response of the measuring system somewhat. LJnder the assumption that the

signal from the bending nmment balance and the real bending morpent were related by

the equations of a single degree of freedom elastic system. the effective frequency

response of the bending moment measuring system was derived by ccmbining the single

degree of freedom elastic system corresponding to the measured rrmdel frequency and

damping wikh the measured fre~ency response curve of the filter. Results are shown

for all four rmdels in Fig. 6. The frecpency response represented is that of the

response of the oscillograph to real bending moment. Both the amplitude and phase

(modulus and argument) are shcwn. The maximum frequency range of interest shown in

Fig. 6 is that dictated by the rmximum head sea speed in the shortest wave length

tested. Corrections for the frequency response of the measuring system within this

frequency range were applied to the data but as can be seen were not highly signi-

ficant . I%e resonance peaks of eacn model can be seen in Fig. 6 and the character-
istic phase shift through 90° at resonance of a single degree of freedom elastic
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system can be seen superimposed on the phase shift of the filter.

Because impacts were known to occur in tests of models in extreme waves, it

was thought that a fairly crude transient analysis of the measuring system was in

order. To do this, the frequency response functions shown in Fig. 6 were trans-

ftumed on an IBM 1620 computer into impulsive response functions using a numerical

complex Fourier transform program. These impulsive response Functions allmd the

transient response to arbitrary inputs ta k calculated using a convolution integral

technique (Ref. f+, among others). It was felt that half sinusoid pulses might ap-

proximate pulses to be expected in the tests. Transient response to half sine pulses

of various durations were calculated on the computer and the results of significance

were abstracted into Fig. 7 in a form helpful to the analysis of oscillograph r,ecords.

The small sketch at the top of Fig. 7 illustrates the nommclature. The abscissa of

Fi . j’ is the output pulse width at mid-height of the first excursion (d). The.term

(E? denotes the maximm value of the first excursion of the output under the influence
of a half sinusoid input of unit amplitude. IIDI1 designates the input pulse duration-

It can be seen from the curves of ‘P( that the output pulse amplitude and the input

pulse amplitude for all of the models covered in this report are perhaps within one

or two percent of each other so long as the output pulse width (d) is 0.15 sec. or

greater. For output pulse widths at mid-height between 0.1 and 0.15 sec. errors of

from 1 to 2ffA may be expected. For output pulse widths below a tenth of a second,

large distortions are to be expected and, in fact, no output pulse widths belw ap-

proximately 0.08 sec. are to be expected. Therefore if an input pulse from a severe

slam is of very short duration, say less than a hundredth of a second, the wtput
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pulse for Model 2251A-vI wi 11 be abmt 0.085 sec. but its magnitude wi 11 probably be

less than one percent of the input magnitude. Unless very short duration pulses have

extreme magnitudes. the measurement system will suppress them. Translated into ship

terms. one would expect events occurring over a duration of time in excess of 1-1/4

sec. to be represented; events which occur over a duration time of less than one

second to be suppressed.

TEST PROCEDURE

After calibrating each item to be rm+asured, electrical check signals were put

on akut every third record taken to expose any electronic drifts in the system and

closing,cal ibrations were usually carried out at the end of the testing day. Static
calibration results remained steady over a period of two or three test days. Cali-
bration constant differences due to sensitivity drifts in the electronic apparatus

seldom were nwre than 3Y, over such a period.

For each run the wavemaker was adjusted to give the desired period and stroke,,

the wavemaker was started and, in the case of a run at speed, the model was accelera-
ted by hand when the test area (a 100 ft. length of DL Tank No. 3 adjacent to the
wavemaker) was filled with waves. Because the towing apparatus was servo operated,
the model attained a nwre or less constant speed and would proceed up (or dwn) the

tank through the run area. The elapsed time it took the nmdel to traverse the run
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area was recorded and an oscilloqraph record was irmde simultaneously of all the- .
measurements while the model was in the run area. After the nmdel ~roceedecl it of
the run area, the oscillograph record was shut off and the t~ing weights were

dropped off to SIW the model down and eventually stop it. For tests at zero soeed,
it was found necessary to bypass the servo drive’and to alluv the twing weights

and extremly weak springs to govern the relative motion between the model sub-
carriage and the stationary main carriage. In this condition the rmdel was located
in the middle of the test area.

TEST PROGRAM

A. Preliminary Tests: While the effect of forward speed on bending rmments

in waves of moderate steepness is known tO be small, it was not knawn initially

whether the same tendency existed for extreme steep waves. It was therefore decided

to do a preliminary test using the Parent Mariner model to determine the magnitude

of the speed effect on midship bending moments in ex~reme waves. This preliminary

test also served to shake the bugs out of the test procedure and the instrumentation.

Results of the preliminary test for bending moments are shmn in Figs. 8 and ~.

These figures show the variation with speed of wave bending moment in model length

waves of three nominal heights. The bending nmmmts are separated into hogging and
sagging mu-mnts (v~.., and WS , respectively, see Data Reduction). Speed is given in

terms of Froude nu&er.

Figure 8 shcmrii the bending momnt amplitudes in 1.01 regular head waves. It

can be seen from this figure that the general trends of bending moments in ver

7

steep

waves are not too different from those in moderate waves. The data for t~ L, lOwaves

ends at a Froude nunber of abwt 0.15. It was felt impossible to run the Mariner

nmdel, without swamping, at higher Froude nuh.ers -in this wave steepness although

speeds in excess of this could be obtained in the Iawr wave heights. Figure 9 shows

trends of bending moment in following regular waves at speeds of from zero to a
Froude number of approximately 0.23. Tliis figure also sh~s that changes in bending

moment with speed are relatively small and indicates that data need not be obtained

at fine speed intervals.

— .—— —. — - —
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TABLE II. TEST PROGRAM MARINER MODEL AND

kiO&~ 2251A-V2 Hull aM Deeigned
uCargol t M-d ~Ps

.. . . ,----...-.-—.—

Speed Wave Length/Uo”del kmgtb

Heading Cla@f. .50 .75 1.00 ‘ 1.25 1.50 1.75

1800 Zero 5* 5* 5* 5* 4*
,, Forward 4 5

*
5 4

It DriftinK b 6 * ~ 4
o~ Zero 5 5 5

tl
Forward 5 5 5 6 4

VARIATIONS .

Wave Length/M.&l kmgtb goad runs obtained io order to cover tbe xamgc
Speed

Heading Classif.
of wave heights. Blanks indicate no runs

.50 .75 1.00 1.25 1.50 1.75 attempte~

180!. Zero 4* 5* 6* 5* 4*

t, * 5 * 5 4 b. * Indicates a motion picture record of the model
,, Driftin~ 4 5 ;* ~ ~

in the bighe St wave.
“oo Zero 5 5

1, )?orward 5 5

Figure 10 shws an estimated effective horsepower derived from the tow forces

used in the prel imi nary test in 1 .OL regular waves. It is shown that as far as the

head seas case is concerned, the effective horsepower requirements in extremely

steep waves at speeds abwe 5 knots are considerably more than the rated shaft horse-

power of the ship. It is doubtful if the designed shaft horsepower would allow the

ship to maintain headway.

Two conclusions drawn from this preliminary test were (1) that it was im-
practical and possibly unnecessary to attempt to obtain data at forward speeds in
excess of a Frcude number of 0.12 or 0.14, and (2) that as far as the head sea case

was concerned, limitation of speed to three cases would be adequate for subsequent

work. It was seen from Fig. 9 that an adequate definition in following seas could
be obtained by taking zero speed and a forward speed near design speed. Further-

more, it was felt that such a speed simplification was vital to the project since

it would vastly reduce the number of runs necessary.

A result from Yhe preliminary testing which is not shown in these figures was

obtained from tests of the parent Mariner model at zero speed in waves of frcm 1/2
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the nmdel length to 1-1/2 model length. Bending nwments were surprisingly high in
the very steep 1.50L w~ves. The moments were very low in the 0.5L wave length. This
indicated that instead of testing over a range of wave lengths from 0.5 to 1.5L, as

had been original planned, it might be better to concentrate on a wave length range

between 0.75 and 1.75L.

3. Final Test Program: The final test program is detailed in Table 11. The

arrangement of the major blocks in Table II is suggestive of the nmdel parameter
variations involved. The blocks arranged vertically comprise the wqight distr~bution
investigation, the blocks oriented horizontally comprise the freeboard investigation.

idithin each block is shown a table of variables. The standard test program re-

sulting from the preliminary test results included five speeds. three speeds in

head seas and two speeds in following seas. Zero speed runs were mde in both

head and following seas. A fu-ward speed case in head seas was specified and in

this case Froude numbers were held to about !3.13 plus or minus 0.01. The third

speed case in head seas was the drifting speed. This speed was established for

ea~h wave length by allowing the model to drift astern at the s~ed produced by

the highest wave generated. For waves of lower height and of sam wave length

the same astern speed was maintained by putting reverse thrust on the model. The

forward Speed in following seas corresponded to approximately twice the drifting

speed attained in head seas. Becatise of the results in Figs. 8 and 9, it was felt

unnecessary to reproduce exact model speeds for comparison of data obtained in

different wave heights in the sam wave length. Although six different wave

lengths are shown in e?ch block of Table Ii, only a few selected runs were taken

in 0.5L w~ves. As is noted on the table, the numbers in The blocks indicate the

number of runs wnich were obtained in order to cover the possible range of wave

heights for each wave length at each speed. Since the forward speed case in Follow-

ing seas was extremly difficult to run, this case was de-~hasized in order to

save on test time in the cases of models 2251A-V3 and 2251E1. In general, more runs

were attempted to cover the range of wave heights in the wave lengths of From 1.0

to 1.50L than were attempted in 0.75 and l-75L waves. This decision was made

purely from reasons of economy since roughly 400 good runs were required to meet

‘the test program for the four models, and it was necessary to rmke about 600 runs

in order to pro”duce 400 good runs. This came about largely because it was not

always possible to guess the correct towing weight to produce the proper rmdel speed.

A s~andard motion picture taking routine was established at the end of

the data-taking runs for each model. Motion pictures of nmdel behavior were taken

in waves of from 0.75 to 1.75L at zero speed and at the drifting and forward speed

in head seas for a wave length of 1.25L.

DATA REDUCTION

It was decided to assess the magnitudes of momnts and motions in waves

by measuring the maximum and minimum of each cycle of the time hist~ries obtained.
For the waves and the pitch and heave motions, the sums of the maxima and minima

were ,.leasured and tabulated (dwble amplitudes}. For the bending momnts, the

mxima and minima (sag and hog) of the filtered bending nnnenttrace were measured.

This was done for as many cycles as possible up to a maximm total of 20. In the
zero speed cases, between 16 and 25 cycles were recorded and up to 20 were measured

and tabulated. Because of the instability of the waves and the variation in height

from cycle to cycle, the average of the maxima, minima, and double amplitudes were

calculated as were the root mean square deviations of these measurements from their

respective rmsans. The averages were used thereafter as test points. Most of the

data handling after the initial measuring of the oscil?ograph traces was done on

an IBM 1620 Computer.
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All data were non-dimensional ized as nwch as passible in the course of

the data reduction. ~-~ave steepness ~as expressed as wave height to length ratio,

hh, wave length was expressed as the wave length to ship length ratio. ~/L. The

symbol 2Q stands for the double amplitude of pitch in degrees. The heaving double

amplitude was di~ided by the mdel length to present heave results (2zo/L).

All bending moment amplitudes were converted to a non-dimensional coefficient

form. The form selected WAS the bending moment (hog or sag) divided by the quantity

pgL3B where Pg is the weight density of water, L is the rndel length, B is the maxi-
mum model beam. The coefficient normally used to express results from tests in

moderate waves is similar but contains the wave height in the denominator. The two

coefficients are related as follows:

moment coefficient used herein

moment coefficient used in moderate wave tests

bending moment

M— , c=+

WL3B pgL 13h

c “ (h/1.) - (l/L)

Preliminary data reduction ard presentation indicated that presentation of

individual test points on charts where more than one wave length was included were
confusing. It was felt that final conclusions would depend heavily on the lines
faired through the test data, and that interpretation tiould depend to a great extent

on the adequacy of fairing of mean lines zhrough the test spots. Since some degree

of subjectivity in fairing data was inevitable, it was decided to concentrate the
subjectivity into the form of an equation to be fitted impartially to each set of

data by the IBM 1620 Computer. The data was sorted into test groups each of which

contained the data for all the various wave steepnesses obtained for a particular

model , speed, heading and wave length. A curve was fitted tO each of the resulting

plots of average sagging moment, hogging moment and pitching and heaving anplitude
Vs. wave ste~pness. The form of the

Y = a(h/1) + b(h/x)N

Where: Y = bending mmnent,

The computer

response and

viation from

h/3 = wave steepness

a, b ~ coefficients

N =2,30r4

equation was as follows:

tch or heave amplitude

actually fitted three such eauations, one for each value of N. for each

chose the best fit on the basis of the least residual mean square de-

the test data. It then evaluated the resulting equation for values of

h/\ convenient in plotting. The resulting fitted lines were jtidged to be of the

form which would have resulted from hand fairin~. No Great significance is attached

to the values of the coefficients obtained. The procedure followed was merely to

insure consistency of method rather -than to provide material for generalization. A

two-term equation was selected to avoid over-fitting the test spots, on the basis of

preliminary fitting with three and fcur term equations.
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A/L = 1.2!5, AVSRN3E lA/A = 0.131

A/L = 1.25, AVERA13Eb/A : 0.119
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FIG. 11. SAMPLE OSCILLOGRA.PH RECORD

TRACING: RUN 216, MODEL 225 lA-V1 ,

PARENT MARINER, HEAD SEAS, ZERO SPEED.

Since the emphasis in the analysis was

UAVE ELEVATION
FORWATUI OF MODEL

&.d@l&=’-
+/w

H -H*- i I i-l -till w+ +-Ii

(TIwS MARKS ARE AT 0.10 SEUONJIINTERVALS)
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FIG. 12. SAMPLE OSCILLOGRAPH RECORD

TRACING: RUN 880, MODEL 225 lA-v1,

MARINER, CARGO AT ENDS, HEAD SEAS,
ZERO SPEED.

to be on the bending mmmnt ampl i-

tudes and the motions results were to” be a by-product, no careful phase estimation

was done. A crude phase estimate of the bow-up pitch motion lagging the sagging

bending moment and of the up-heave motion lagging the sagging bending mcment was

nmde in each run. Since these phase measurements were quite crude and since they

were of the same magnitude for all of the rmdels and wave heights, at the same wave

length and speed, an avera~e value over all the models and wave heights was re-

corded for each wave length and sped.

Figures 11 and 12 show tracings of short sections of oscillograph records

from two runs. Both runs are zero speed-head sea cases, the first for the Parent
Mariner, and the second for the Mariner with Cargo at Ends. It may be observed

from the two oscillograph records that there is apparently considerable difference

in bending moment behavior between the Parent Mariner model and the Mariner with

Cargo at Ends.

It may be of interest in Fig. 12 to observe the shape of the filtered bending

mament trace. This was a reasonably corrunon appearance of traces resulting from the

steep wave ex’;eriments for this particular mcxlel. This model had frequent forward

bottom impacts and the large sagging excursion in Fig. 12 occurs at about, or just

after, the time that large forwzrcl bottom impacts occur. Yhile these bottom impacts

were audible, during the tests, the very sharp spikes OF mormnt which they might
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TABLE IX. SAMPLE TEST RESULT TABULATION r

ivdel: 2251A-V1 – Marlne~, Pare&
_I.~st GrOup: 1.1122125

VJiIVCLcrr~th: 1 .25L
kro Wave flcndin~ JYIOIII(,III C[>rr,.s[mnds to

Still W.*ter Mon cnt of: 0.00047 HOG Hc:idinx: 180 Degrees

. OL Static Calclilatiocs (N<>n-Di~~Ic]l~ional”)
_5pet?d: 0.12 to 0.14

Wave Height lt’i. ve Hc)o

L/20
+lc;lve TIJIIi IIg F:ictor: 0.90

_ 0.00078 0.00059
-LaL- .0.00154 0.00114 Pitch Tunin}: Factor: 0.85

Buw-up-Pitch L,L; s S,,g~i]lg MOI) CII[ .Ai)prox. : 195 ll~~xrpcs

Up-Heave L.~~s 5;ixgi~]g .klun. cni ..l[)prox. : 205 Degrcrs

Coefficicnls of E.luation Fitted to Rtln Aver~~es of .tn plit~ldc
v

Y= Ys *H ‘?@ 2 z,, /L

N I 3 2, 2
~

I .O1lQ [ .00641 440, .876
b

144 -.0128 -M97. -17.9

RMS Ilc\i;]t~orls of ,?dcas~lred +lr~p]ltud(:s within E~”clI R(JII

(units consistent with those on plot)

I
Run No.

hj ~ I%k%q%’j .::: ~ .% 1 i;..—

T
Czycl

~5 ~201 20&20 i14j 15/— ,,

m’s W<L\~e x 1OJ I .~_j .43 I 77 j .63 \ ,51

m”. s%i,:: x lo’! i .71 ; .16 ! .21 ! 32 I .68
*

rms Ho: x 10”1 ! .23 : .12 ! .25 \ .31 ] .79— .—

rn, s Pitch, d~’~. I .73 .57 i .55 ,80 i 1.20
I

rr~ls I-Ie; Lvc .x 10Z! .46 .28 .26 .53 ●40

REMARKS: (1) Form of Eq~mtion: Y = .~(h/A ) + b (h/x )
N

(2) Sagging moments In waves above h~ = .07 Increased
by forward bottom Impacts. Pulse duration belleved
long eqough for amplitude resolution wlthln 10 percent.

produce has apparent ly not been pic!<ed up on the fi 1 tered moment trace. This was
what would be expected From the transient respense characteristics, Fig. 7. The
excursions which remain have pulse lwidths at midheight of approximately 0.15 sec.

and this, according to Fig. 7, means that the value of the maximum observed on the
oscillograph record should be a good indication of the actual maximum wave bending

moment experienced. In some of ths records, mos+ly at the higher speeds, evidence

was seen of some shorter duration pulses superimposed on the longer duration quasi-

static moment. Since some of these pulses were the maximum of the record, some

errors are introduced into the amplitudes in this manner. However, all reasonable

views of each case, taking into account the data in Fig. 7, indicated that the
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MODEL 2251.A-V1 TEST GROUP &l~22125
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FIG. 13. SAMPIE BASIC DATA CHART.

under-estimate of bending amplitude which resulted

was not very great.

5

I

from these superimposed puls’es
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IENGTHS,

TEST RESULTS

UPPER ENVELOPE

HEAD SEAS, F’R.

A. Compi lat ion

Test results were grouped in

.05 .06 .07 .08 ,09 10 .1I 12

h/h

OF MODEL RESISTANCE
No. = o.12too. 14.

IN WAVES OF ALL

accordance with the blocks in the test proqram

of Table 11, that is, all the data obtained in the same wave length, heading. ;peed

and for the same model were grouped together. All basic test data are c@ntained

in Ref. 5* and because all the data consumes 168 pages of that reference. only a

sample is presented herein. Ttie data for each test group was summarized in two

pages, one of which is a chart and the other a tabulation. Table 111 is a sample

data tabulation, Fig. 13 the corresponding sanple chart.

The chart, Fig. 13, shows the t~-st spots and the fitted lines For the bending
moment and motion amplitudes. Test spots for moments are shown as circles, those

for motions as stars. All amplitudes are plotted to a base of wave steepness.
The variability of the Wave height me;]suremnt in ~he most severe wave was made the

criterion by which the fitted curves were said to represent the test range of h/A.

The lines fitted to the amplitude data were extended in each case to a wave steepness

corresponding to the avera~e wave steepness observed in the most severe wave plus
one ancl a half times the root mean square deviation of the wave height measurements

in that run.

The supporting tabulation (Table 111) in addition to indicating the model

number, description, wave length, heading and speed, shows the heave and pitch

tuning factors which are the ratios of the frequency of encounter to the natural
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frequencies of oscillation. The tabulations also show the results of standard

static calculations. These results are separated into still water moments and wave

moments. The still water bending moments were obtained by calculations based on the

hydrostatic properties of the model and the model ballasting results. The standard

static wave momnt calculations shwn do not include Smith effect. Static calcu-

lations have been carried out for the Mariner at heights other than L./2O (L/10 and

L/7 ) . Results For a static wave height of L/10 are shown in the applicable tabu-

lations. The values obtained in the static calculations for wave height of L/7 were:

(non-dimensiona lized) wave sagging moment, 0.00169; wave hogging moment. 0.00146.
Since the wave bending moment depends only on geometry of the model, the calculations

are therefore valid for all of the three weight distribution variations. Since little

hull lines change was made between Model 2251A and Z251B, the model with increased

freeboard, the L/20 static calculations are very likely approximately correct for

model 2251B.

The tabulations (Table 111) also give the approximate motion phase lags.

Coefficients of the equations fitted to the average amplitudes measured are given.

There follows a tabulation of the run number, the approximate average wave steepness

measured, the number of cycles analyzed and the root mean square deviations of the

measurements within each run. !{here applicable, remarks are made in the tabulations

pertaining to the existen::e of bottom impacts. These represent opinions formed

during a check of the tape records against the applicable transient response curves

of Fig. 7.

An analysis was made of the forces necessary to tow the models in head seas

at the forward speed Froude number of 0.13. The upper envelope of all results are

shown for each model in Fig. 14 where tow force per unit nmdel displacement is

plotted on a base of wave steepness. Differences in magnitude between tow forces in

head and following seas f-or all models are well represented by Fig. 10.

Because of the bulk of the data to be analyzed and interpreted, it was felt

of interest to attempt to simplify the process wherever possible. To this end the

question was raised as to whether the data obtained in the following seas at zero

speed and the data obtained in head sess at zero speed were near encugh the same to

make it possible to eliminate the interpretation and further analysis of all the

following seas, zero speed results. The results presented in Fig. 8 and ~ indicated

that this might not be an impossibility and therefore some detailed comparisons of

bending results from zero speed tests in head and following waves of the Mariner

parent, Model 22SIA-’JI, and the Mariner with Cargo hnidship, Hodel 2251A-v2, were
made. Figures 15 and 16 show a comparison of bending moment results from zero speed

tests in head and following waves far the Parent tlariner. Comparisons are shown for

four wave lengths, all the average test spots are shown, as are the fitted curves.

Figures, 17 and 18 show the same comparison for Model 2251A-v2 in wave lengths l.OL

and 1.25L. It was felt that the agreewnt shown in these figures was sufficient to

justify deferring the further analysis of the zero speed following sea case. l;Jhile

the trends of the fitted curves are somewhat different, the magnitudes of the test

spots are very similar and in some cases almost identical. If a region of scatter
were constructed about each data point, using 1-1/2 the tabulated rms deviations~

most of these regions would overlap and thus indicate that differences measured in

extreme waves between the head and following sea cases were (1) not great, and (2)

perhaps not really significant relative to the accuracy of the experiment,. No

further analysis of the zero speed, following sea case was made.

3. Condensation of Test Results

1. Trends of bending moment with wave. steepness.
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To simplify correlation and comparison the faired lines through time

data applicable to each model (Ref. 5) in each speed-heading condition have been
plotted together in Figs. 19 through 34. These figures are arranged in the following

order:

19 - 22 Four models, head seas, forward speed

23 - 26 Four models, head seas, zero speed

27 - 30 Four models, head seas, drifting astern

31 - 34 Four models, following seas, forward speed

Scales are the-same in all figures. Wave steepness (h/k) is the abscissa,

bending moment coefficient the ordinate. The vertical scale at the left on the plot

denotes wave hogging and sagging moments (~ ,UH ). The scale to the right on each

plot is the “absolute” bending coefficient ~U
ijlA ‘

VSA): that is, the origin of the
wave bending coefficient scale has been trans ated to account for the static still

water bending mcrnent. This scale corresponds to the bending mments ordinarily ob-

tained in the design office. The results of conventional static calculations in

model length waves of various heights are shown. The nunbers which label each of the

lines drawn on these plots indicate the wave length to ship length ratio.

2. Trendsof pitch and heave amplitudes with wave steepness.

A condensation similar to that for bending moments has been made of the

faired lines through the pitch and heave amplitude data (Ref. 5). This condensation

is shown in Figs. 35 to 50 wi~ich are arranged in the following order:

35 - 38 Four models, head seas, forward speed

39 - 42 Four models, head seas, zero speed

43.- 46 Four models, head seas, drifting astern

47 - 50 Four models, following seas, forward speed

Scales are” the sar& in all figures. The top half of each is a plot of pitch

double amplitude in degrees (2Q ) against wave steepness and the bottom half is a

similar plot of heaving amplitudes (2Zo/L). Lines are labeled with the applicable
wave length to ship length ratio.

3* Cross plots of bending mcments and motions.

In order to facilitate comparison between models, cross plots were

made,of the data in Figs. 19 to 50 for wave steepnesses of 0.04 and 0.10. The re-

sulting plots are presented in Figs. 51 to 54. Cross-plotted moments and motions

are shown for the various speed cases as follws:
Figure 51 Head seas. forward speed

52 Head seas, zero speed

53 Head seas, drifting astern

54 Following seas, forward speed

At the upper left’ hand side of each ficjure cross plots of pitching amplitudes

at the two wave steepnesses are shcwn. Heaving double amplitudes are cross-plotted

in similar fashion directly below. The next plot, from left to right on each figure,

shows wave sagging and hogging moments for wave steepness of 0.04. The plot innmedi-

ately adjacent is of- sagging and hogging moments at a wave steepness of 0.10. The

plot at the far right of each figure in which the ordinate is labeled G; and ~~ , is

of approximate hydrodynamic bending moments. The source of these “hydrodynamic”

bending mcments will be discussed subsequently.

The abscissa of each plot is wave length to ship length ratio, and notation
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is the same as in Figs. 19 to 50. Arrows shown at the ends of some of the lines
show the direction in which the line would go if the point on the faired curve for

the next higher wave length had been plotted. In all cases where an arrow is shown
the faired line through the tlata points for the next higher wave length did not
extend to a steepness of 0.09 and was therefore not considered valid for a wave

steepness of 0.10.

Line conventions denoting the four models are shown on each plot.

ANALYSES

A. Comparisons with Other Test Data

A question which is frequently raised is that while data presented may

be consistent with itself, the possibility exists that it may not be consistent with

previous data. In order to make a comparison with previous data, attention must be

concentrated on results in waves af a steepness below 0.05 {L/2C)). In the present

work very little data were obtained in this region, but it is of interest to compare
the mean slope of the fitted curves in the very low wave height region with pre-

viously obtained data. The slope of the fitted curves in this region may be used
to obtain the moment coefficient ordinarily used in the presentation of bending

moment data in moderate waves. That is:

ti=C(h/h} (k/L)

& =C(l/L)

c
‘Lb” %%)

Since the present data is presented in terms of Hog and Sa.;, the sum of the

slopes of the curves fitted through the test points was multiplied by L/l and used
as the moderate wave bending moment range coefficient. Figure 55 shows comparisons
of !lc~l coefficients in two p,lots, cne at zero speed and one at Froude No. = 0.12 -

0.14. The solid line in each plot sha~s the trend of moment coefficients derived

from the fitted curves for the parent Mari~r in various wave lengths. The dashed

lines indicate the m:ment coefficients obtained for a Series 60, 0.60 block coef-

ficient model by DeDoes, Ref. 6. This model and the parent Yariner are similar

in hull form and weight distribution and only one percent different in block coeffi-

cient. Accordingly, there should be reasonably close agreement between the two sets

of results. The agreement is @ite good in 1.OL tiaves at both speeds; greater differ-

ences occur at the other wave lengths. However, it is believed a reasonable degree

of agreement has been danonstrated, keeping in mind that the Mariner results were de-

rived from curves fitted $hrough a region in which few data were obtained.

Figure 55 also shcn+s moment coefficients For a Series 60, 0.68 block coeffi-

cient nmdel (Ref. 7) and for the 0.74 block coefficient~ T-2 tanker models tested

by six investigators in different towing tanks (Ref. 8). These results are generally

higher than the ?lariner coefficient. particularly in 1.OL waves. This is to be ex-

pected since Ref. 7 demonstrated that wave bending mmnent increases as the block

coefficient is raised. Thus a second. less direct but nevertheless reasonable, check

on the Mariner results is obtained. It is also important to note that the differences

between range coefficients found for the T-2 tanker model by six investigators in

different towing tanks are of the same order as the differences between the Series 60
Model (Ref. 6) and the Mariner.
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B. Classification of Trends

Even though the presentation of trends of bending moments and nwtions with

wave steepness in Figs. 19-50 compresses the basic results five fold, it .i”s still

rather dif-f icu lt to keep track of the di Fferences i n trend of bending moment and

motions with wave steepness. Therefore an approximate numerical classification of

the shape of the lines in Figs. 19-50 were made. Figure 56 surm-mrizes the definition

of the numerical criterion final ly adopted and shcws plotted examples.

The sketch at the right hand side of Fig. 56 illustrates the criterion, (y)

and the methd of computation. In order to classify the shape of curve (B) in that

sketch, a straight line through the origin was first fitted to curve (B) over a region

of wave steepness between 0.05 and 0.10. A least squares fitting technique was used.

-
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OF FITTED CURTIES: DEFINITION

straiqht line (A) at a wave st~eDness
of O,lOwas then evaluated (~). If this difference i; negative (See Fig. 56) thi
curve B is convex upward, if the quantity ~ is positive, curve B is concave upwards.

The straight line was fitted between wave steepnesses of 3.05 and 0.10 primrily be-

cause this is the region of wave steepness where actual data was obtained in all

cases. The tpantity ~ is also almost directly proportional to the difference between

the slope of curve (B) at a wave steepness of zero and the slope at a wave steepness

of 0.10. This fact strengthens its use as a criterion.

It was felt tilat 3 should be normalized to account for variations in magnitude

of the mometits and motions, and it was therefore divided by the ordinate of the
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fitted curve (B) at a wave steepness of 0.10 (T, Fig. 56), to yield the numerical

criterion, y . For curves of the analytic form used for the computer fitting of the

test data, y is simply evaluated with the coefficients in the equation. The left hand

side of Fig. 56 shows examples of curves with different y criterions. The abscissa

of this plot is wave steepness, the ordinate can be either bending moments or motions.

Two families of curves are plotted, the top family for an exponent of the second term

in the equation e~al to 23 the bottom family for an exponent of b. The yvalue for

each curve is noted and it can be seen that the differences in shape between curves

for N=4and N= 2 for the same value of y are relatively small. It was seen that

the percentage differences in ordinates between curves with y values differing by

0.10 or less are somthing like the percentage scatter of- data points shown in

Ref. 5. It was therefore felt that it was pointless to present results from the

numerical classification in fine numerical detail.

A value of ywas computed for each mean line shcwn in Figs. 19-50. The re-

sults were divided into five classes:

Class ++: Curves with ygreater than 0.15

Class + : “ II 11 between +.15 and +.05

Class O : “ II II II +.05 and -.05

Class - : “ II II II -.05 and -.15

Class --: “ II ‘1 less than -.15

If a curve falls in the third category one could almost call it a straight line.

Curves in the second or fourth categories sh- the beginnings of a trend wi~h wave
steepness. If a curve falls in the first or fifth categories a dsfinite trend is

shown.

Results of the computations and clasaificatios are summarized in Tables IV
and V where results are shown separately for sagging moment, hogging nwment, pitch

amplitudes and heaving amplitudes as well as the approximate hydrodyna~ic sagging

and hogging mcments to be discussed subsequently. It may be noted that no computa-

tions were made for wave lengths of 0.5L in the head sea case nor for 0.75L in the

following sea case.

Table IV applies to the weight distribution investigation, Table V to the

freeboard investigation.

c. Maximum Bending Moments in I!aves of Fixed Height

The cross plots of Fig. 51-54 are made on the basis of constant wave steep-

ness. It was felt of interest to display the moments in extreme waves of constant

height. The reason for this distinction was that the highest wave developed in the

model tests is about 100 feet high to Parent Mariner scale. It is unclear whether
such an extreme wave does occur in deep water with any measurable frequency and it

was felt that somewhat different conclusions might be drawn frc~ cross plots of

bending moments for constant wave height than are drawn from cross plots for constant

wave steepness. Figures 57, 58 and 59 are cross plots of the faired bending momnts

of Fig. 19-34 for waves of a height equal to 10,% of the ship length. (full scale

about 50 ft. in height). An exception was made in the case of the 0.75L waves where

the values for a wave steepness of C.1O are shwn. (This was done in order to avoid

using points from an extrapolation of the curves fitted to the data.) Only the re-

sults for the three practical speed-heading conditions are sh~n. l?esults for all

models are shown in each plot.
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It was also felt of interest to display the approximate variation with speed

of the maxinum mcment in waves lW< of the ship length in height. This has been done

in Fig. 60 where the maxinwmrmxnents shown in Figs. 57-59 are plotted accordfng to

speed. Points for the maxinmm moments in head seas at forward speed were evaluated

directly from Figs. 19 to 22. Points are conntited by straight lines in the head sea

cases .

D. 4JP roximate Hydrodynamic Bending Moments

Since bending moments arise both as a result of the integration of water

pressures and by virtue of acceleration of the mass of the nmdel or ship, it was of

tnterest in a first analysis to separate the hydrodynamic moment from the total

measured moment. In so doing, various approximations were made in order to allow an

approxirmte treatment of the mass of data obtained in this project rather than de-

tailed study of fewer cases. The derivation of the mcment due to accelerations of the

model. is shown in the Appendix. In general, the moments due to the acceleration of

model nwss in the forebody are unequal to the moments produced by acceleration of the

model’ rmss in the aft body. Therefore the average of the moments in the forebody

and afterbody due to acceleration of mass was computed. The final appr,oximation to

the average momnf due to acceleration is as follows:

‘m [= A2W~ (2Zo/L)cos 6 + C W2 1z~ (2 QO)COS s Coswet
..

(Appendix Eq. 14)

where:

(2Zo/L) = heaving double amplitude, non-diinensional

(29 = pitching double amplitude, degrees

6, c ‘ phase lags of motions folloihing bending rmm?nt

m = wave encounter frequency
e

t = time

A2, C2 = coefficients

The coefficients A2 and C2 involve only

~ro~ortional to the averaae of the mass

physical paramters of the mdels. A is

$moments abut arnidshi~s forward and a t.

~2 involves the different; of the mass mownts of inertia abo& amidships forward

~nd aft, and a product of model LCG and LCG’S of forebody and afterbody (see Appendix).

‘FA
was divided by the quantity (@gL3B) to non-dimensional ize. It was then evaluated

for all the model, speed, heading and wave length combinations in the test program

except those involving the zero speed following sea condition or the 0.50L wave

1ength. The Faired mean lines through the motions test data were used and results

were calculated for values of wave steepness from 0.02 to 0.12 in steps of 0.02.

Since the expression is a harmonic function with a phase lag relative to the

maximum sagging moment, the far terms of this equation were evaluated separately.

An inspection ofathe results shwed, (1) that the sum of the two first terms (those

multiplying cosine w t) was always negative, (2) that the sum of the last two @rms

(iiultiplying sinw t~was usually small relative to the sum of the first two terk,

(3) that the secona termof the equation (involving pitching amplitude) was normally
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FIG. 61-62. APPROXIMATE HYDRODYNAMIC MOMENTS.

small relative to the first term. In order to derive an approximate hydrodynamic

bending cent it was necessary to subtract~the average bending rrmment due to

acceleration from the measured nmnents. In order to do this with the data at hand

and without qoinq back to the oriqinal test record, it was necessary to assume that

the bending &ma~t was co-sinusoi~al. A vector subtract

sion was partially performed under the above assumption.

ences between a vector subtraction and a subtraction of

from the sagging and hogging mxnent amplitudes were less

but about IWL of all the cases computed. (In this last

on of the foregoing expres-

lt was found that the differ-

he sum of the first two terms

than 5% of the total in all,

@ of the computations the

d~fferences were at worst lff~.) Thus, instead of assuming co-sinusoidal bending moments

and doing a vector subtractions an approxinmte hydrodynamic sagging and hogging moment

was obtained by subtracting the sum of the first two terms of the above equation from

Yhe measured sagging and hogging amplitudes. Since the sum of the first two terms of
is always negative, the hydrodynamic moment is always larger than the measured

~~nt
. Because of the definition of the phases 8, and E, this process is similar

to subtracting the moments due to acceleration computed at the time of maximum sag
or hogging mcmmt frcm the measured sagging or hogging mcment. The expression for

the approximate hydrodynamic sagging and hogging mmnents is shmn ielow:

‘+ = ~ ‘~RE/0gL3B

%=uti-
fiRE/pgL3B
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where:

i
2E

= A2me2 ( 2Zo/~ )COS 6 + C2we2

Figures 61 and 62 show examples of the

to a base of wave steepness.

It is proper to compare Fig. 61
differerrt, the impression was obtaimsd

(2QO)COSG

approximate hydrodynamic bending mmnent plotted

with Fig. 23, and”while the scales are slightly

that the hydrodynamic mormnts shti a smaller

departure from a straight line trend tii:h wave st~epness than do the measured moments.

Somewhat the same conclusion was drawn from a comparison of Fig. 62 with Fig. 2s.

Since the curves of “Hydrodynamic” moments appeared reasonably well behaved, a numeri-

cal approximation to the trend classification criterion (y) was devised and this com-

putation was done for all of the resulting curves of hydrodynamic bending moments

versus wave steepness. The results were classified as were the results from the cal-

culation for the measured momnts and are sunnnarized in Tables IV and V under the

headings Hydro Sag, and Hydro Hog. Cross plots of these hydrodynamic moments were

made for wave steepnesses of 0.04 and G.111 and are included in Figs. 51-54 at the

far right of each figure.

DISCUSSION

A. Trends of Bendinq Moment with ‘lave Steepness

1. Detailed Discussion of Figures 19 to 34.

It is thought to be important to keep in mind the fact that the smooth

curves plotted in Figs. 19 to 34 do not represent the variation of one snmoth, easily

measurable experimental quantity with another. They represent the end product in a

data reduction prwess in which abat 20.000 numerical measurements from approxi-

mately 400 oscillograph records were compressed into 16 charts. Each line ploctecl

is a least squares fit of an equation to a number of test spots. Each test spot is

the average of 5 to 20 maximum sagging (or hogging) moments measured from a time

history and plotted against an average wave steepness also treasured from a time

history.

Ref. 5 contains many references to probable distortion of the time histories

of bemling moments by relatively long duration impacts, and it was worthwhile to

examine, at the source. the fair.ed lines plotted in Figs. 19-34 with respect to how

reasonable a fit to the test spots was attained in each case and to note under what

circumstances the above-mentioned quasi-impacts were recorded. The results of such

an examination follow:

a) Figures 19 to 22, Head Seas, Forward Speed

It wgs noted in the Remarks on the test data which resulted in the faired

curves of Fig. lG (Mariner. parent), that the bending moment traces for 1.0 to 1.5QL

waves appeared to be distorted and accentuated in the sagging direction by a possii]le

impact forward. An examination of the fit of the curves to the data points indicated

that the faired lines are quite good representations of the data. This indicates

that if the sagging nmnent is distorted by a quasi-impact, it is distorted gradually

as wave height is increased. (There appears to be no sudden transition between non-

impact and impact. ) The fit of the hogging data points by the faired curves shown

in Fig. 19 is also good in that omission of’ any point not conforming to the fitted

line would not materially change the trend.
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Figure 20 shcws data obtained for the same conditions as in Fig. 151 but for

the Mariner with Cargo Amidship model. Examination of the original data shows that

no obvious influence on the bending traces due to impact phenomena were apparent , and

in all cases the Fit of the faired lines to the data is reasonafilq.

Figure 21 shcws r~sults for the Mariner with Cargo At Ends model. This parti-

cular model was visually the worst behaving of all models tested. Examination of the

bending moment traces indicate Iarge quasi-impact effects. Notes in Ref. 5 indicate

that some significant distortion in the sagging traces was attributable to impact in

all wave lengths except 0.75L. As for the Parent Mariner, the fit to the test points

for sagging moment was good. thus indicating a gradual distortion with increasing

wave steepness. Notations are made for this model that h,eavy housefront impacts were

suspected although no direct evidence could be displayed. I-lvavy house-front impacts
could possibly account for the trend of the hogging moment in the 1.75L wave. This

particular curve is the mly really tinreasonable looking curve of all those that were

fitted. However, the fit with the data is quite good and the trouble is with the

data itself. The reasons far the behavior of this data are not understood. Because
the magnitudes of the hogging moments are lower in this case, than in some other wave

lengths, the matter was not pursued. In general, the scatter of the data points
abcwt the faired lines for hog for this model was greater than the preceding two

models in this speed case, and this is taken as a reasonable indication that there

were housefronts impacts, ,#hich would tend to reduce or make the average maxi~m

hogging mmnent erratic. The character of the bending mmnent traces for this model

at this speed is similar to the character of the traces shown for the same model at

zero speed in Fig. 12.

Many of the same comments can be made for Fig. 22 shwing the restilts for the

Mariner with Increased Freeboard as were mde about Fig. 19 for the Parent Marirmr.

Suspected distortion of the sagging traces by impacts were noted for this nmdel as

for the Parent Mariner and the sagging moment fit of the faired curves is considered

to be good. The fit of the faired lines to the hogging data points for ‘F<~. 22 is

considered good except for those in a wavelength of 1.25L. The discrepancy in this

case however is not so great that omission of the one or two points which show the

most deviation would materially change the trend of the curve.

TO sumnarize and cone

(1) Few really poor f

(2) The data for this

ude the conrnents on this speed-heading case:

ts to the test points were f~nd.

speed case is pervaded by cases of quasi-impact.

(3) The existence of quasi-impact appears to have some effect on the

appearance of the families of curves defining the nmnents for varims

wave lengths for each model as a function of wave steepness. The fine

model of the four where no quasi-impact is suspected is the only one

where the lines indicating the trend of moment with wave steepness look

alike and form a clean pattern (Fig. 20).

(4) ‘,lhen cpasi-i,mpact was suspected, it apparently grew more severe gradually

as wave steepness was increased.

b) Figures 23 to 26, Head Seas, Zero Speed

The faired lines represent the data reasonably well in all cases in Fig. 23

which is for the Parent Mariner. No cpasi-impact was wted.

In Fig. 24 for the Mariner wit”!l Cargo Amidships, all of the faired curves re-

present test points quite well except for the one for sagging monwnts in 1.25L waves.
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However, omission of- either of the two points which do not coincide with the faired

line in this case would not materially alter the trend or the magnitude. Similar

lack of fit is seen in the hogging moment for the 1.75L wave. Again omission of

either of the two points which do not coincide with the fitted line would not materi-

ally change the trend. No quasi-impacts were noted.

The bending moment traces which form the source of the data for Fig. 25

(Mariner with Cargo At Ends) show evidence of some impacts in this speed condi~ion.

This was the only model with obvious quasi-impacts at zero speed. These impacts are

thought to affect the sagging moments and it can be seen that the average trend of

sagging moments with wave steepness in this model tends to be more concave upward

than the trends of either the Mariner Parent model or the Mariner with Cargo Amidships

model (Figs. 23, 24). All the fitted curves are good representations of the test

data except for those in the 1.OL wave length. However, none of the deviations shcn.m
in that case appear to be too serious.

Figure 26 for the Mariner with Increased Freeboard shows nnJch the same type of

trends as for the tiariner Parent at the same speed and heading. The faired lines in
a“ll cases reasonably well represent the test data.

To surrnarize the comnents on this speed-heading case:

(1) Few poor fits to the test points were found.

(2) Except f-or the case of the Mariner with Cargo at Ends, no quasi-impacts

were noted. In this case, distortion of the saSgirg trace was found.

c) Figures 27 to 30. !-lead Seas, Drifting

Figures 27 through 30 present data fcr the four nwdels drifting astern.

Results in all these plots are characterized by relatively straighter trends of bend-

ing moment with wave steepness than were observed in the head seas zero speed case.

The fitted lines in Fig. 27-30 all well represent the data points with two exceptions.

One or two points deviate from the fitted lirws for the sagging nxxrmts in 1.25L and

1.50L waves plotted in Fig~29 (Mariner with Cargo at Ends nmdel). Omission of these

points from the fit would not materially change the trends of the curves, however.

The other exception occurs in the sagging moments in 1.501 waves in Fig. 30 for the

Nariner with Increased Freebaard. In this case, two points deviate from the faired

line and it is possible that omission of these two points would alter the trend shown
in Fig. 30 to a nmre or less straight line. No quasi-impacts were noted in this speed

case.

d) Figures 31 to 34, Following Seas, Forward Speed

Figures 31 through 34 show t!le faired moment-s for the four ~dels in follow-

ing seas at forward speed. The fit of the faired lines to the data points in all of

these four figures is not generally as good as that of the head sea cases. Because

of the length of test run, instead of 15 or 20 cycles to average as was the case in

the forward speed situations, the number of cycles analyzed in the following sea case

was 2 to 5. This probably led to a greater scatter of data in this case than in the

head sea cases.. No quasi-impacts were noted in this case.

2. The Absolute Bending Mormnt Scales and Standard Static Calculations

As a consequence of the method of changing weight distributions from that
~f the Parent to the models with Cargo Amidships and at Ends, a wide difference in

still water bending moments was built into the nmdels. The absolute moment scale in
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Figs. 19, 23, 27 and 31 for the Mariner at various speeds and headings show that the

controlling design rmnent would be hogging, as wuld be the case based on static cal-
culations. The sti?l water moments are so high for the Mariner with Cargo Amidship

(Figs. 20. 24, 28, 32) that all the measured moments in extreme seas are sagging roomer

Similarly, all the measured mmnents for the Mariner with Cargo at Ends (Figs. 2ir 25,

29, 33) are hogging momnts, These remarks tend to point out the extent to which the

weight distribution investigation is acadmic. These variations are and were intendec

to be extreme.

It is important to note in this connection that the standard static calcu-

lations are apparently not valid “yardsticks” for wave rents where highly unusual

weight distributions are involved. This point can be illustrated by a comparison of

the magnitudes of wave bendinq numents in Figs. 19 to 21 wherein the static wave
moment calculations are identical.

B. Trends of Motions Amplitudes with !Jave Steepness

Figures 35 through 50 show trends of motions amplitudes with wave steepness.
All of the faired curves of mwtions amplitude for head seas represent the test points

quite well except for one case. The case in question is the 1.25L wqwe for the

Mariner with Cargo Amidships at forward speed, (Fig. 36). The scatter Of data in

this case i.s considerable. If the most suspect looking point were omitted, the

curve would change from convex upward to practically a straight line with about the

same ordinate at a wave steepness of 0.1 as shown in Fig. 36. This change would

better stiit the general trend of the results in the other wave lengths, but there

is at present no justification for omitting the point. As for bending mments, the

fit of the faired lines to the mo~ions data in the following sea case is not as good

as it is for head seas, probably by virtue of the fact that fewer cycles were analyzed

to produce each average test point.

It is of interest to compare the general appearame of the figures which re-

present test results under the same heading and speed conditions. Comparisons of

Figs. 35, 35 and 37, 38 which show motions data far four ~d~ls in head seas at fOr-
ward speed. shows that the variation of pitching amplitude with wave steepness be-

comes progressively more non-linear as weight is moved from amidships towards the

ends. It is of interest to note that heaving amplitude trends generally appear to be

similar for all models. The general appearance of the trends of pitch amplitude and

heaving amplitude for the Mariner with Increased Freeboard are about the same as

those for the Parent Mariner. The same remrks aboot the differences in trends of
pitching amplitude with wave steepness may be made for the”head sea, zero speed case
(Figs. 39-h2)- The trends of motion amplitudes for the head sea-drifting and the

follaving sea-forward speed cases (Figs. 43-50) approximate straight lines with one

exception. The exception is in the Mariner with Cargo Amidships in follwing seas,

in the 1.75L and 1.5L wave lengths, (Fig. 48}. In both wave cases pronounced convex

upward pitch trmds are shown. These trends result from test spots which showed con-

siderable scatter about the man lines and which were derived frm quite smll numbers

of cycles. The number of cycles in the two cases ranged from 2 to 5. It is. possible

in this case that the results from these two wave lengths should be disregarded.

C. Results of the Numerical Classification of Trends with ‘dave Steepness

Table IV surmmrizes results of a numerical classification of trends with

wave steepness of moments and motions for the weight distribution investigation.

Table V summarizes results for the Freeboard investigation. It is noted that zero

in the table signifies a relatively straight line variation. The minus sign denotes

the beginning of a convex upward trend, two minus signs denote a definite convex up-

ward trend: Insofar as ascertaining maxirmm physically possible moments, the minus-
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minus designation is the most favorable situation. On the other hand, a plus-plus

designation means that the moirtents or motions are concave upward and this is a dis-

tinctly bad indica~ion of an upper bound. The asterisks indicate those cases where

it was noted that a suspicion of distortion of moment trace by impact was present.

The results in the tables for the 1.75L waves were in almost all cases obtained by

extrapolating the mean lines wmewhat further than was done in the Figs. 19 through

50. This means that there was not enough initial data present in the, higher wave

steepnesses to justify extending the line to this extent and the classification of

trend results nmst be viewed in-this light.

The first six columns of Tables IV and V are

objective of this investigation; that is to confirm

on bending nmments.

Tie following table summarizes the incidence

results for hog and sag.

Incidence, ~

Class ~

++ o
+
o ::

18
-- 0

the nmst important to the main

the existence of an upper bound

of the various classification

It is plain that the preponderance of results centers about class O, the straight

line trend.

As has been noted, a double plus entry denotes a negative answer:

bound.

no upper

This entry occurs twice in the first six columns of Table IV. The first

entry i5 for the hogging moments for Mariner with Cargo at Ends in head seas, forward

speed, wave length 1.75L. It was noted in a previotis section that the faired line

For this case showed an unreasonable trend of hogging moments - the reason being

that no hogging moments were indicated for moderately steep waves. Since no actual

data was obtained in this wave steepness range, the. trend shown nwst be viwed with

skepticism.

The second double-plus entry is for the Mariner with Cargo %idship in follow-

ing seas, 1.50L wave length, where the results are characterized by: 1) short test

runs, 2) consequently a small number of cycles to analyze. 3) a rather larg@ scatter

of the individual measurements which make up the individual test points, and Q) a

not exceedingly good representation of the test points by the fitted line. It is

believed that the above remarks sufficiently qualify the two trends in question so

that

all

with

stra”

they can i>e omit’ted from consideration_. The double-plus sign does “not occur at

n the first six columns of Table V.

These remarks indicate that the only convex upward trend

wave steepness which is likely to be encountered is a weak

ght line.

On the positive side of the question of the existence of
the incidence of double neqat<ve sicjns in Tables IV and V - ten

of bending moments

divergence from a

an upper bound is
cases in all, not

counting the repeated F’are~t Marine; entries in Table V. All of these cases occur

in head seas at zero or forward speed for hogging moments. Six of these ten cases

occur at high forward speed, the remainder For one madel at zero forward speed. It

is seen that in order to obtain strong indications of an upper bound on bending

.. .... .-
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moments for the four models tested, two useful but impractical artifices have been

employed. The first is that of an impracticably high forward speed for the steepest

waves. The second has been a change in weight distribution so extreme that the re-

sulting still water bending moments exceed the measured wave moments in the highest

waves. True, for the case in question (the Mariner with Cargo at Ends at zero speed),

the sense of the ~till water moment is such that a design limit is implied (see

Fig. 25) but the magnitude of this design limit si<rtificantly exceeds the magnitude

of the hi,qhest absolute momant measured in the Parent model (Fiq. Z3), and it is

doubtful ;hat redistributing the ship mass tcward the ends
but a higher structural weight-.

It appears that where a very strong indication of a

moments with wave steepness is found, practical considerat-

design tend to override.

Of the remainder of the entries in the tables, most

shcwld result in anything

limiting trend of bending

ons of ship operation or

Bre zeros which indicate a

more or less straicjht line variation of bending moment with wave steepness. Single

minus signs which indicate the beginning of a leveling out trend are the next most

frequent symbol. In the case of the single minus sign, the limiting moment would

occur at a wave steepness exceeding l/9th. It is clear that in order to attain con-

sistent and definite limits on bending nmnents, wave steepnesses Up to the theoretical

deep water maximum wst be considered and that it is possible that entry into the re-

gion of standing waves where greater steepnesses are possible would be required. It

is possible that this course of action would be as far away from practicability as the

high forward speed case in head seas, since the present range of data ended with wave

heights which, scaled to suit a 500 foot ship, were about equivalent to the highest

waves reliably reported to have occurred at sea.

It seems reasonable to conclude that within practical merchant type surface ‘

ship operational and design limits and within a very wide range of wave steepnesses~

no definite limit tin bending nmnents is to be expected as wave steepness increases,

and in fact, the moments appear to be grossly proportional to wave steepness over

quite a large range of steepness.

If the assumptions are made that 1) the ship would be impossible to control at

high speed in extreme following seas, and 2) that the ship could make no more than
zero speed in head seas, then from a comparison of the cross plots “of Figs. 52 and 53,
the ship will be subjected to the same magnitude of bending moments either by just

holding its own, or drifting helplessly before the waves. Comparison of the applicable
blocks in Tables IV and V shows that nearly straight line variation or a small non-

iimiting trend of momnt with wave steepness occurs for virtually every model in every

wave length for one or the other speed case. Thus, since the design must be predica-
ted on the worst case. not even the beginning of a limiting trend may be taken under

the above assumptions.

It is of interest to compare the classification of trends of the hydrodynamic

sagging moment in Tables IV and V with the masured sagging moments (first and fifth

columns). It can be seen that the conversion of the measured sagging moment to the

approximate hydrodynamic sagging moment results in trends with wave steepness which

are straighter. This is more strongly illustrated for the hydrodynamic hogging

momnt at forward speed and at the zero speed, where it can be noted that the strong

limiting trends shown for the hogging moment at zero speed for the Cargo at Ends

model are virtually erased when the moments are corrected to ‘Hydrodynamic.”

The conclusion that ‘fhydrodynamicl’ moc~nts tend to be straighter than measured
is very surprising since one would not expect what appears to be an obviously non-

linear problem to result in a nearly straight line trend.
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0. Additional Confirmation of the Results of Section C

The practical basis of these conclusions hinges on trend of the ~~nts

measured in the most severe wave lengths. Limiting trends displayed in other wave

lengths may have little practical significance. In order to help confirm tk

conclusions obtained, a fresh start on the analysis was mde without benefit of fitted

lines or numerical manipulation. Reference 5 was consulted and every test point ob-

tained in any wave condition and at all of the four speeds was plotted on a single

chart for each model. The only- differentiation between points which was made was be-

tween those for the impractical head-sea forward-speed case (solid circles) and those

for all other speeds (open circles).

The results are shown in Figs. 63 to 66. Envelopes to the scatter of points

wet-e drawn up to a wave steepness of 0.10, excluding the points for the head-sea

forward-speed case. The envelopes were terminated at h/’A = 0.10 because the long

wave lengths which contribute many of the highest moments, are not well represented

beyond this point. It can be seen that the envelopes of all moments masured at

practical speeds in all models imply no limit at a wave steepness less than 1/9 and
most imply no limit until the theoretical limit of stability (1/7).

It is interesting to compare these results with those of Ref. 9. The experi-

mental work of Ref. 9 was quite different from that reported herein in that it dealt

with irregular model seas. It was similar in that the severity of tb irregular waves

of Ref. 9 was comparable to the severity of the regular waves of this study. As in

the present results, those of Ref. 9 Imply that midship bending moment ranges are

proportional to wave steepness over a very large range of steepness. (No distinction

could be rmde in Ref. 9 between hogging and sagging mormnt trends. ) It is therefore

considered likely that the trends of bending morrmt with wave steepness shown herein

approximate those expected for significant bending moment amplitudes in random seas of

increasing sevwity.

E. Maxinmm Mormsnts in Maves of Constant Height

lf, instead of assuming that waves of limiting steepness in any length are

possible or probable at sea, one assumes that probable waves wI1l be no higher than

some constant value it may be possible to develop a reasonable maximum !>ending nmmnt.

This is not a physical upper limit, but a limit dictated by a maxinmm wave height.

Figures 57, 5~ and 59 show one such development for a constant wave height of lW~ of

the ship length. It can be seen in all these figures, in contrast to the cross-plots

for constant wave steepness, that bending moments in extreme waves tend to reach maxi-

nwm values in wave lengths between 1 and 1-1/4 ship lengths. Th+s is in agreemnt

with results fran bending moment tests with ship models in moderate regular waves of

constant height. Figure 60 is a plot OF the mximm moments measured in waves of lWZ

the model leng”th, plotted on a base of speed. Here again, it is obvious that there
is not nuch choice between running the ship into head seas, letting the ship drift i-n

head extreme seas or running at high speed in folla+ing seas. No large reduction in

extreme bending moments appears to be possible.

F. Comparisons Between Models

While not directly in line with the main objective of the investigation
which was to define the existence or non-existence of an upper physical limit of bencl-

ing nnxnents, a comparison between the model variations tested is instructive and the

cross plots in Figs. 51 thragh 54 can be advantageously used for this purpose.
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1) ‘:leight Distribution Investigation

It is advantageous to start ;he discussion of the differences between
models within this investigation with fig. 52 where data for head seas at zero speed

~s presented. It can be seen thatmasured binding nmnents for the Hariner with Cargo

at Ends appear to be lowest. Next in ma~rtitude are bending moments of the Parent

Mariner and highest are those for the Mariner with Cargo Amidships. C@ite sizeable

differences are shmn in the beriding moments at a wave steepness of both .10 and .O~!.

The exception to this progression occurs in the sagging monwnt for the Mariner with

Cargo at Ends at a wave steepness of O.1. It should be remembered, however, that the

sagging moments for the tlariner with Cargo at Ends at this speed were the only ones

obviously affected by a quasi-impact of the bow and this may account for the difference

in progression. It is of interest to compare the crossplots of measured moments with

those for the approximate hydrodynamic moment (far right of the figure). While the

“hydrodynamic” mormnts are higher Than the me~sured, it can be seen that the per-

centage differences between models tend to disappear.

An examination of the two succeeding crossplots for head seas, drifting and

for following seas, high speed shw.that the differences in measured bending moment

between models are less pronounced but usually in the same progression as for zero

speed and that the differences between the approximate hydrodynamic moments for the

three models are generally smaller, percentage-wise, than those between the measured

moments. The exception to this trend is shown in Fig. 51 for head seas, forwsrd

speed. It can be seen that the wide differences between the moments observed in ttie

Mariner, Parent and in the Mariner with Cargo Amidship disappear when the moments are

converted to hydrodynamic moments. However, the sam does not hold true for the

moments observed for the Mariner with Cargo at Ends. If one assumes that the hydro-

dynamic momsnt as derived is correct in detail, then the difference between the cross-

plots of hydrodynamic moment for the parent model and those for the Mariner with

Cargo at Ends represents the difference in integrated water pressures and this differ-

ence might be attributed to quasi-impacts, known to be more severe fo+- this model

than for the other models.

The conclusion to be drawn from this comparison between models is that the

primary cause of difference in bending rmments between the three models in the weight

distribution investigation is the difference in mass moments; that is, differences in

centers of longitudinal centers of gravitv of each half of each model. It was found
in a previous section that the predominant term in the calculation of the average

monvsnt due to accelerations involved the product of heave anplitude and average mass

moments about arnidship. Since the heave amplitudes are nearly the same in this case

for the three mdels, the primary cause of the differences in moment is attributed

to differences in mass moments.

2) Freeboard Investigation

Inspectionof the crossplots in Fig. 51 through 54 show that the measured

bending moments of the Mariner with Increased Freeboard are generally quite close to

those of the Parent Mariner. The main exception is in the sagging mo~nt in extreme

waves where it was expected that the increased buoyancy of the model would generate

higher vertical forces on the bow when the bow was submerged. From the preceding

discussion of the importance of wefght moments it would not appear that there would

be any differences in the comparison of “hydrodynamiclt manents for the Parent Mariner
model and the Mariner with ~ncreased Freeboard. This was not the case. In mOSt

cases the differences between the “hydrodynamic” moments for the Parent model and the

Mariner with Increased Freeboard tended to be smaller than the corresponding differ-

ences in msasured moment. Since there is no difference in the mass mermnts about

—
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amidships for the two models, the explanation nwst lay in different heaving and pitch-

ing nmtlons, and this was generally found to be the case. In the head sea forward

sueed and the head sea zero s~ed cases, there is a residual difference in hydro-

d~rtanic sagging moments between the

Parent Mariner. This occufs in the

the increase in reserve buoyancy of

CONCLLJS1ONS

1.

2.

3.

It appears cm the basis of

Mariner with Increased Freeboard and the

extreme waves of .1 steepness and probably reflects

the high freelmard model.

these studies that design wave bending momnts

for the Mariner type ship are essentially proportional to the wave heights

which actually may be encountered.

The present study, by establishing more firmly the grossly linear dependence

of moments on wave heights over a considerable range of wave sevwlty, has

strengthened the case for determining design moments on the basis of statis-

tical analyses of sea waves and/or the resulting moments.

It is concluded that, within practical operational and design limits for the

Mariner type ship, no significant limit on midship wave bending moments in
head or following Waves is to be expected as wave steepness is increased up

to a value of about i/9.

RECOMMENDATIONS

The present study involved itself only with midship bending nmments for reasans

of economy, even thouqh it was known that under certain conditions hiqher wave benelinq

moments may develop e~sewhere along the ship length. It is

to ascertain if the conclusions of this study also hold for

length of the ship. If similar conclusions can be drawn for

the length of the ship, no further developrmnt of this type
recommended.
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Midship Bending Moment Due

%
in Phase with tieas.ured

to Acceleration

Bending Moments

of Model Mass

Model Resistance in klaves

Root-man Square

Time

Model Speed
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Gen~al Response

Heaving Amplitude
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APPENDIX

Approximation to the Component of Midship Bending Munent

Due to the Pitch ad Heave Accelerations Imposed on the Model,

A sketch showing the necessary notation is presented in Fig. 67. The model

cons{sts of two rigid bodies connected by a spring amidships. Since the actual models

are relatively long and slender it is assumed that negligible error will result if all

weight is assured concentrated along a line in the center plane, parallel to the keel,
and passfng through the vertical+center of gravity of the model. (Line~~, Fig. 67)

pftching angle is assurmd tc( be -15° or less and thus the vertical acceleration at a

point on the lfne ~~ closely approximates the normal acceleration.

Under these assumptions the midship bendinq munent caused h!! the normal ac-

celeration

Aga

and:

ofanelmental mss, mq, (see Fig. 6~) is nearly:

(1)

n under the assumption of relatively small ptch angles:

D =Z+(E+:L)Q (.2)

(3)

14)\

—
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Suruning the contributions from all the elements of mass in the forebody:

@ ti

% =
-(~+:eL)~mF~.fi~

o’
~ n-#

w
‘F=-(y+OeL)~aL-O— ~ (azLz + C2L2) (5)

Similarly for the aft body with attention to the sign conventions shown in Fig. 67:

%A = - (i + ;el) ~ bL + ti~ (b2L2 + d2L2)
9

(6)

Rearranging:
..

%F = - Al (~) - C, (2~)

.

~A = - B1 (~) - D] (fi)

where:

2; is in degrees/sec2

= i- al:l
‘1

~ L2/2g Ft Lb %c2

‘1 =+bW ~ L2/2g
II

c1
= (ae +a2 +C2)\lF . L2 ~/360g Ft Lb %C2

. Degree

‘1 = (be - b2 - d2]WA - L2 v/36~g 11

Assuming harmonic motions

Where b and e are phase lags of maximum upward rmation after

maxirmm sagging moment and me is the wave encounter frequency.

Substituting (9) and (10) into (7) and [8). expanding and re-arrarging:

(7)

(8)
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(2Q0 in Degrees)

Since ships do not generally have their LCG at amidship Al and B, are not usually

equal . Cl ahd D] are usually umqual for abut the same reason. Thus

MQF#MQA (usually)

The bending ~nts fran all sources forward of amidships mst equal those

from sources aft of amidships.

If: HRF and HQA denote hydrodynamic bending moments:

And: Ma = Total midship moment

‘k
= HQF + H

,9F = ‘9A + ‘RA

= %F + %4 ‘{OF + ‘QA
2 ‘~ {13)

In order to simplify the analysis, the average of the forward and aft moments due

to acceleration of model rmss was calculated:

2Z

iiFA = LA2[Oe2 (~ * ~2 (2Q0 Cos e)lcos wetCOS5)+CLU

+ LA2’J~ (> sin 15)+ C2 m~ (200 sin s]] sin w t
e

(141

where:

‘2
= (aWF + bWA) L2\4g

C2 = [(se + a2 + C2)WF + (be - b2 - 1d2)WA_ .L2 ~/720g
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